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ablation The erosive process that reduces the size of glaciers.

abrogate Revoke formally.
A proposal to abrogate temporarily the right to strike.

abrogation The act of abrogating; an official or legal cancellation.

annul Declare invalid (an official agreement, decision, or result.
The contract was annulled.

axe Cut or strike with an axe especially violently or destructively.
2 500 staff were axed as part of a rationalization programme.

blade A cut of beef from the shoulder blade.
Cut cleanly using a sharp blade.

cancel A notation cancelling a previous sharp or flat.
A stamp franked and with an adhesive cancel.

chisel Carve with a chisel.
He s chiselled me out of my dues.

chop Form or shape by chopping.
Seven men we all knew had got the chop.

clipping The act of clipping or snipping.
I sent him a bundle of clippings that amply documented my charge.

cutting The act of cutting something into parts.
Tax cutting.

delete
Remove or obliterate (written or printed matter), especially by drawing a line
through it.
The passage was deleted.

dent Mark with a dent.
He has barely made a dent in the poverty rate.

extirpation The act of pulling up or out; uprooting; cutting off from existence.
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hack An act of computer hacking.
Men hack at the coalface.

hatchet A small ax with a short handle used with one hand (usually to chop wood.

incision The action or process of cutting into something.
The method is associated with less blood loss during incision.

knife Cut or move cleanly through something with a knife like action.
The victim was knifed to death.

mince Minced meat especially beef.
You don t need to mince the garlic and oregano just chop them roughly.

pare Cut small bits or pare shavings from.
Carlo pared his thumbnails with his knife.

piece To join or unite the pieces of.
Take a car to pieces.

razor Cut with a razor.
An electric razor.

retraction The action of drawing something back or back in.
Retraction of the foreskin.

scraper
A prehistoric flint implement with a sharpened edge used for scraping
material such as hide or wood.
A wallpaper scraper.

sever Set or keep apart.
Sever a relationship.

shaving The action of shaving.
Shaving foam.

shear Cut off something such as hair wool or grass with scissors or shears.
The left wing had been almost completely sheared off.

snip A small piece of anything especially a piece that has been snipped off.
She was snipping a few dead heads off the roses.

snippet A small piece of anything (especially a piece that has been snipped off.
Snippets of information about the war.

withdrawal The act of taking out money or other capital.
The nurse was expert at the withdrawal of blood.
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